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9. RÖNESANS HOLDING NEWS
• ENR 2018 Top Contractors Rankings
• Rönesans Holding will develop the
Ceyhan Mega Petrochemical Industrial
Zone (P.I.Z.) in Turkey
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Award News

RHI WAS AWARDED EPCM CONTRACT FOR THE METALLURGICAL FACTORY
PROJECT, BEKOBAD / UZBEKISTAN

UMK, the largest state metallurgical factory of Uzbekistan, has
chosen Italian Danieli company in conclusion of the equipment
supplier tender for the plate steel sheet fascilities that it wants
to add to its production varieties. As a result of the discussions
held with the client, RHI has been chosen as the EPCM
contractor for the project. The Government order prepared by
the client regarding the project is currently at the stage of
approval by the related ministry. It will be submitted to the
President in order to be signed conclusively, following the
approvals.

On October 18, 2018, an MOU has been signed among the
General Managers of both firms in order to continue the studies
which are being carried out with the Client since August 2018.

Ledovskikh M.K.-General Director of RHI, Russia,
Azamatov T. T.-Deneral Director of UMK

New Collaborations

COOPERATION WITH PJSC GAZPROM AVTOMATIZATSIYA IN THE SCIENTIFIC
AND TECHNICAL FIELD
PJSC Gazprom Avtomatizatsiya and Renaissance Heavy
Industries LLC have signed a cooperation agreement in the
scientific and technical sphere.
The signing took place at the St. Petersburg International Gas
Forum (PMGF-2018), which was held on October 2–5 in
St. Petersburg, Russia. The signatories to the agreement were
D.A. Zhuravlev, General Director of Gazprom Avtomatizatsiya,
and M. K. Ozakay, Senior Vice President of RHI.
The parties intend to develop mutually beneficial relations
in oil and gas, energy, and other areas of activity. A working
group is to be established to discuss subjects for scientific and
technical cooperation.
Mustafa Kemal Özakay - Senior Vice President of RHI,
D. A. Zhuravlev - General Director of Gazprom Avtomatizatsiya

DETAILS
The companies have successfully cooperated in the construction of the
ELOU-AVT primary oil refining unit at the Omsk refinery in Siberia. Gazprom
Avtomatizatsiya is the general contractor at the ELOU-AVT complex, with RHI
performing construction and installation works, as well as the supply of
materials and equipment.

The project was implemented within the framework of the second stage of
large-scale modernization of the oil refining assets of PJSC Gazprom Neft.
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Project Completion

BOTAŞ LNG SEND OUT CAPACITY INCREASE PROJECT / TURKEY
RHI obtained provisional acceptance of the Marmara Ereğlisi
BOTAŞ LNG Send Out Capacity Increase Project on July 31, 2018.
The installation, piping and cold insulation of three Sulzer HP
pumps constitute the most important part of the project.
The pumps increase the pressure of LNG at minus 165ºC at 10
bar pressure to the level of 110 bar, and deliver it to open rack
vaporizer (ORV) units at a rate of 330 m3/hour. Installation of
two Sumitomo ORVs with capacities of 180 and 260 ton/hour,
a compressor with 81 bar output pressure at 7,800 kg capacity,
four pumps that will provide 12,000 m3 of water flow per hour,
and the fire extinguishing system that will allow emergency
intervention in all such equipment, has all been completed by
RHI.
The daily capacity of the available plant will be doubled, from
18 million Sm3 to 37 million Sm3/day, once all our works are
completed.

Events

ANKARA, TURKEY
CELEBRATION OF ALGERIAN
REVOLUTION DAY

SEOUL, KOREA
STRENGTHENING TIES WITH SOUTH
KOREAN COMPANIES

Hyundai Engineering Company (HEC)

Bekir Pakdemirli-Agriculture Minister, Lahssan Boufares-Algeria’s
Ambassador to Ankara , N. Celal Toroğlu-RHI General Director/Board Member,
Fuat Tosyalı-Tosyalı Holding Chairman

Samsung Engineering Company

On 31st of October, RHI General Director and Board Member
N.Celal Toroğlu attended a reception at The Swiss hotel
and was hosted by Algeria’s Ambassador to Ankara Lahssan
Boufares. The event was attended primarily by the
ambassadors of African and Arab countries, Turkey’s Minister
of Agriculture Bekir Pakdemirli, as well as a large number of
diplomatic and military mission representatives.

In October 2018, Dr. Erman Ilıcak, the General Director and RHI
Board Member N. Celal Toroğlu and the Chairman of the Board
of Rönesans Investment Kamil Yanıkömeroğlu paid a working
visit to South Korea where they held a number of high-level
meetings with executives from the following companies:
Hyundai Engineering Company (HEC), Samsung Engineering
Co., Daelim, GS E&C, SK E&C, and Sojitz Korea Corporation.

Algeria’s Ambassador to Ankara Lahssan Boufares noted that
the relations between Turkey and Algeria continue to increase.
“I would like to thank Turkish companies that actively operate
in Algeria and support our country.”

As per the discussions held, the parties have agreed to explore
business opportunities in the field of oil&gas, petrochemicals,
and infrastructure projects in Russia, CIS Region, and North
Africa (with a focus on Algeria), and exchange information on
the implementation of the Ceyhan Petrochemical Industrial
Megazone project and PDH-PP project (propane dehydrogenation
and polypropylene) in Turkey.
The visit is expected to serve a basis for strengthening
mutually beneficial relations between the Renaissance Group
of Companies and Korean companies.

The event started with the national anthems of both countries,
the celebration cake was cut following the speeches, and then
dinner was served to the guests.
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News From Sites

BARCELONA, SPAIN
THE GASTECH 2018 CONFERENCE &
EXHIBITION

EXTENSION OF BOOSTING
COMPRESSION FACILITIES OF
HASSI R’MEL / ALGERIA

Rönesans Holding President Dr. Erman Ilıcak and members of
RHI’s senior management participated in the world’s largest
natural gas and LNG conference, the Gastech Conference &
Exhibition, which took place this year on September 17–20 in
Barcelona, Spain.

Ordered at the end of the 2017 by the contractor, JGC (JALG,
Algeria), the first 48-inch pipe welding has been carried
out at the Extension of Boosting Compression Facilities of
Hassi R’mel project.
The project, which is an investment by Sonatrach, is
planned to be completed in 2019.

This event focuses on both the commercial and technical
aspects of the industry.

TOUATGAZ EPCC PROCESSING & PRODUCTION FACILITIES, ADRAR / ALGERIA
RHI, the main contractor of the project, was awarded
Tecnicas Reunidas’s Safety Flag for the third time. The
first time was in June 2018 and the second time in August,
when our company was selected by subcontractors as
the most successful in site labor safety matters in the
following areas: Risk Assessment, Inspections, Toolbox
Talks, Housekeeping, Supervision, Motivation, Training,
and Documentation.

In the TouatGaz Central Processing Plant, RHI is
responsible for the central processing and production
facilities, where 12.9 million cubic feet of gas and 1,900
barrels of condensate will be produced.
As of September 2018, the project was 89% completed.
Steel structure erection works have been completed.
Mechanical and equipment works, piping, and E&I are all
in progress.
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News From Sites

AMUR GAS PROCESSING PLANT, SVOBODNY, AMUR REGION / RUSSIA
RHI will built the Amur Gas Processing Plant (AGPP) in
Russia’s Amur Region, on the Chinese border. Annual
production of the plant is planned to be 42 bln. m3.
The project will be Russia’s largest among the world’s top
gas processing plants when completed.
RHI is taking part in the natural gas processing plant as the
subcontractor of the Tecnimont company.
RHI’s part consists of 4 lots of 5 phases each and the
commencing date has been defined as May, 2018 and the
completion date as May, 2023.

Concrete works were started in August. So far, over 2,700 m3
concrete has been laid, and the works are continuing.

RHI began mobilization works in May, 2018.
The mobilization has been 100% completed in two of the
12 zones within our scope. Mobilization of the remaining
10 zones is planned to be completed by the end of 2018.

Excavation works started in July and 130,000 m3 of
excavation has been carried out so far. The work continues.

Pile head breaking works began in August. So far, 2,162 have
been broken, and the works are continuing.

Steel installation started in September. 10 tons of steel has
been installed and the works are continuing.

Dr. Erman Ilıcak performed inspections at the AGPP site
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News From Sites

BOTAŞ KUZEY MARMARA UNDERGROUND GAS STORAGE FACILITY,
SİLİVRİ / TURKEY
Engineering and procurement works continue in parallel
with mobilization activities in the BOTAŞ Kuzey Marmara
Underground Gas Storage Facility (Phase III) EPC Project, the
contract for which was executed by the RHI–RET JV in
January 2018.

The earthworks of the New Surface Plant (NSP) site, which
are the first physical works within the project scope, were
started in the first week of July and are progressing rapidly,
as per the general layout plant and our plant elevations that
were approved by the client as a result of the engineering
works.

The office buildings have been completed within the scope
of the mobilization works, and the client’s offices have been
furnished and delivered to the client. BOTAŞ has settled into
the offices allocated to them. The site mobilization of all
RHI–RET JV project personnel was completed in July.

Permission has been requested from BOTAŞ for the
construction activities of the Non-industrial Zone, a part of
which remains within the BOTAŞ facility site. The zone has
been enclosed by wire fencing since the end of July and the
earthworks have started.

Geographical Expansion

RHI BECAME A MEMBER OF
THE OIL&GAS STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
COUNCIL OF KAZAKHSTAN

RHI Vice-President Ahmed Abdullayev was awarded with a Certificate of
Honor “for long-term and conscientious work, great personal contribution to
the development of the Oil&Gas and Energy Industry of Kazakhstan”

Association of Oil&Gas and Energy Sector Organizations), is
designed to:

RHI became a Member of the Council, which includes major oil
service companies, Oil&Gas Operators, National Companies
and Ministries in Kazakhstan. Vice-President, member of the
Board of RHI Ahmed Abdullayev was invited to participate in
the I Meeting of the Council of major oil service companies of
Kazakhstan, which is scheduled for November 2, 2018.

• Unite and promote the interests of oil service companies
• Create a systematic promotion
• Support the projects of the oilfield services business at major
oil and gas projects
• Build long-term partnerships
• Strength the negotiation platform between subsoil users,
oilfield service companies and government agencies
• Contribute to the development of local content.

The Council created by NCE “Atameken” (National Chamber of
Entrepreneurs of Kazakhstan) and “Kazenergy” (Kazakhstan
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QHSE - No Compromise

RHI AWARDED BY ZAPSIBNEFTEKHIM LLC / RUSSIA
RHI was awarded by the customer, the Directorate of
ZapSibNeftekhim LLC, for its professionalism and achievement
of high results in the creation of safe working conditions at
the ZapSib-2 ethylene plant project. A letter of gratitude was
presented to the site HSE manager, Kenan Kılbaş, at a
ceremony on September 6. Also present were the regional
prosecutor’s representative, regional labor inspector, local TV
(Tobolsk Vremiya tv.), and SIBUR’s management.
In addition, RHI won a competition of posters arranged by the
customer during the month of labor protection, for “Safe
production of excavation works.”
As of September 2018, there are 13,250 personnel employed on
the project and it is 72% completed.
Aleksandr Vakulenko-RHI Lead HSE Supervisor, Mehmet Akif Arık-CRHI HSE
Manager, Sergey Viladimiroviç Aleksandrov-SIBUR Hse Manager, Roman
Kutsenko-RHI Project Manager, Kenan Kılbaş-RHI HSE Manager

TOUATGAZ CENTRAL PROSESSING PLANT: RHI HAS SURPASSED
A MILESTONE OF 1 M MAN-HOURS WITHOUT LTI / ALGERIA
In autumn 2018, the TouatGaz EPCC Processing & Production
Facilities Project passed a milestone of 1M man-hours
without LTI.
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Social Life

CELEBRATION OF BUILDER’S DAY IN
MOSCOW OFFICE

Engineering News Records (ENR) announced its prestigious
Top 250 International Contractors list in August.
Moving up two places since last year, Renaissance ranks 36th
in the ENR 2018 Top 250 International Contractors list.
Maintaining its leading position among Turkish contractors
once again, Renaissance has also improved its ranking among
Europe’s Top International Contractors by one place, to
rank 9th.
This year, the celebration of Builder’s Day in the Moscow office
of RHI was held at a gala dinner on August 11.
At the dinner, which was attended by the entire staff of
the company, Senior Vice President Mustafa Ozakay and
CEO Hakan Malta, as well as General Director Mikhail
Konstantinovich Ledovskykh, addressed the staff with a
congratulatory speech.
The holiday was very lively, with a show program and a
competition. Employees who have worked in the company for
more than five years were congratulated. The whole program
was filled with the atmosphere of Turkey, with a lot of Turkish
dances.

RÖNESANS HOLDING WILL DEVELOP
THE CEYHAN MEGA P.I.Z. IN TURKEY
Dr. Erman Ilicak of Rönesans Holding and Allard Castelein,
President and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Port of
Rotterdam, attended the signing ceremony for the Ceyhan
Mega Petrochemical Industrial Zone (P.I.Z.) in Turkey.
Within the scope of the framework agreement, Rönesans and
the Port of Rotterdam will start working on the development
of a petrochemical cluster and attracting global brands for
investment in the zone.
The industrial facilities to be built in the zone will produce
petrochemical products in Turkey, ending the import of such
products, reducing the foreign exchange gap, and making a
significant contribution to the national economy and
employment.
“Renaissance” is the registered brand name of Rönesans Holding.
“Renaissance Heavy Industries” and “RHI” are registered brand names of Rönesans Endüstri Tesisleri İnşaat San. ve Tic. A.Ş.
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